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SPECIAL REPORT: NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND

State crime
rate lowest
in 3 decades

One girl’s struggle
to find a future

But violence up in rural counties
By H. Gregory Meyer
and Darnell Little
Tribune staff reporters

Illinois’ crime rate took another big drop in 2003, bringing
the numbers close to what they
were before crime took off in the
1970s.
The sweeping drop in 2003,
twice as large as the previous
year, was seen in Chicago, most
suburbs and smaller cities
across the state, according to
new Illinois State Police data.
Only the most sparsely settled
counties saw a general increase,
as violent crime rose there for
the third straight year, according to data to be released Sunday.
Statewide,
total
serious
crimes reported to police fell for
the ninth year in a row to
497,693, which translates to a
crime rate not seen since 1972—
when Richard Nixon was in the
White House and a different
Daley ran Chicago City Hall.
Crime in Illinois took a sharp
upturn in the early 1970s, climbing throughout the decade. The
situation worsened in the 1980s
as the crack cocaine epidemic
plagued many urban areas.
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Crime in the state eventually
peaked in 1991. But for the last
decade, crime rates have rolled
progressively downward.
The 2003 report shows declines in all eight offenses making up the state’s index of major
crimes: murder, sexual assault,
robbery, assault, burglary, theft,
auto theft and arson. Reports of
sexual assault, after unexpectedly jumping in 2002, dived below the average of the last five
PLEASE SEE CRIME, PAGE 15

22-year-old thrives
in world of spam
Law fails to stop
flood of e-mails
By Howard Witt
Tribune senior correspondent

AUSTIN, Texas — For a
young man who has repeatedly
reached into the personal email boxes of uncountable
numbers of Americans, Ryan
Pitylak is awfully bashful. His
name never appears as the
sender in any of these e-mails,
and he has taken great pains to
set up hundreds of shell companies, with anodyne names such
as
Federated
Continuum,

Chinatown’s
new reach
expands its
old borders

Tribune photo by Heather Stone

As the first day of class ends, Rayola Victoria Carwell, 9, slips through a swirling throng of children at Stockton Elementary.
The transfer to her new school is not without fears. “I’m afraid I won’t get A’s,” she says. “I’m afraid people won’t like me.”

Tribune staff reporter

Rayola Victoria Carwell sits quietly on
a wooden bench in the principal’s office
and folds her arms across her stomach to
calm the whirling butterflies.
She straightens the leg of her favorite
jeans, the ones with the embroidered purple daisies, the ones she creased to perfection at 6 this morning.
A STORY IN
She grabs a braid cascading from the ponyTHREE PARTS
tail atop her head and
slips it into her mouth.
CHAPTER ONE
It’s the first day of
school, and it’s the first time the 9-yearold has set foot inside Stockton Elementary School. As pupils pile into the office
talking about their summer vacations,
Rayola stares at the floor, her slender
shoulders hunched, her right leg bouncing nervously.
After shuttling among some of the
city’s worst schools near her home on the
South Side, Rayola is enrolling in a new
school on the other side of town. Her

transfer is permitted and paid for by
President Bush’s No Child Left Behind
Act, one of the most expensive federal
education experiments in history.
She has left a school in her Englewood
neighborhood that repeatedly failed to
teach children to read, write and do math
at grade level and moved to a school 13
miles away in Uptown that is succeeding
at all three. She is one of an estimated
70,000 students nationwide switching
schools under the law.
The central promise of the law is simple: A low-income child can get a better
education by transferring to a better
school. In some respects, Rayola is an ideal candidate. She is bright and eager to
learn. She pays attention in school, never
gets in trouble and does her homework
diligently.
But Rayola will face obstacles that the
law does not address, obstacles her mother cannot seem to overcome and sometimes aggravates with her own impulsive
behavior.
The circumstances of each child who
transfers are as different as each of their

Tribune staff reporters

faces, and there will be no way to quantify the success of the program for years.
But Rayola’s experience will show that
getting a good education is more complicated than transferring to a new campus.
Schools can open their doors to children, but it is much harder to reach
across the threshold into the home,
where so much can influence whether a
girl like Rayola will succeed academically.
The stakes are high for this girl and
the nation’s public school system.
For Rayola, the transfer is potentially
life-altering. It gives her a shot at getting
the kind of education and opportunities
her mother, a high school dropout, has
never known.
If she and other transferring students
do not pass the state achievement exams,
the school and the district could be punished under the federal reforms. And if
the children do not succeed at their new
schools, Bush’s effort could fall by the
wayside like so many other educational

New condominiums and
townhouses rose along the edges of Chinatown during the
1990s, surrounding the pungent
fish markets and pagoda-shaped
restaurants that long made the
South Side neighborhood seem
like a living museum.
Suburban professionals and
retirees with money moved in.
Property values soared, as they
have through much of the city.
But the growth that continues
to remake Chinatown is unlike
that in any other Chicago neighborhood.
The newcomers have names
like Chin or Tang, speak Mandarin or Cantonese and, in many
cases, have been here before.
Community activists say they
are at the heart of a Chinese explosion going on south of Roosevelt Road, a transformation that
sets Chicago’s Chinatown apart
from its peers on both coasts.
What was once an enclave isolated from the rest of the city by
rail yards, expressways and
public housing has spread be-
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INSIDE

By Antonio Olivo
and Oscar Avila

Rayola Victoria Carwell is transferring to a new school under a bold
federal law—a move her mother hopes will lead to a better education.
The switch, however, is just the start of a daunting odyssey.
By Stephanie Banchero

Northern Alternative and Visionary Advanced, that conceal
his true identity.
But if you’ve recently received a customized e-mail offer to refinance your mortgage,
buy health insurance, install a
burglar alarm or extend your
auto warranty, Pitylak is one of
the people seeking your acquaintance. And if you responded to any of the offers he
sent, you instantly made him
wealthier: His companies earn
up to $7 for every reply.
A Tribune inquiry based on
hundreds of documents, visits
to scores of Internet sites and
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ARTS
HOME & GARDEN

Views of the park
Tribune critics Blair Kamin,
John von Rhein and Alan
Artner comment on what
works and what doesn’t
in the city’s $475 million
Millennium Park.

COMICS

2 strips debut
“Brewster Rockit: Space Guy!”
and the conservative satire
“Prickly City” join the Sunday
lineup. S E C T I O N 9
Complete index, Page 2
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SPAM:

Potential
payoff could
be lucrative
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

more than two dozen interviews
reveals that Pitylak is one of the
nation’s most prodigious manufacturers of unsolicited commercial e-mail, more commonly
known as spam. And it sheds
new light on the murky legal
context in which spammers are
able to operate.
Pitylak refused repeated opportunities to respond to this
report. But public records indicate that, for a 22-year-old college student, he is doing very
well. He owns a modern ranchstyle house, valued for tax purposes at $450,000, in one of Austin’s nicest neighborhoods, and
he has a late-model Jaguar
parked in the driveway.
By day, Pitylak attends the
University of Texas, where he is
an undergraduate majoring in
advertising. But his e-mail activities outside the classroom
have earned him a listing on the
Spamhaus Project, a Web site
that tracks the biggest spammers worldwide, and have attracted the scrutiny of the Texas attorney general’s office.

Annoying and costly

~

For now, though, that balance
is clearly in Pitylak’s favor.
Pitylak, who declined repeated requests to be interviewed
for this story that were delivered in person, by phone and
through e-mail, referred questions to his lawyer but then declined to provide a name or contact information for an attorney.
But the Internet, the same
tool that Pitylak has exploited
to build his e-mail business, also allows analysts to piece together how a typical spammer
can operate in the shadow of the
CAN-SPAM Act and law-enforcement scrutiny.

Early start
Pitylak was only 14 and living
in Ann Arbor, Mich., when, in
early 1997 he created what appears to have been his first Internet marketing scheme, according to the results of a Google search. Pitylak’s e-mail
pitch, for a company he called
Gates Computer Systems, offered advertisers the chance to
buy ads on a Web site for $79 per
month.
By 2002, Pitylak had expanded his business: That year, antispam watchdog groups began
tracing Pitylak’s name attached
to the registrations for numerous Internet sites responsible
for distributing volumes of
spam marketing offers.
With a partner, Mark Trotter,
Pitylak set up a company called
PayPerAction LLC and, under
that umbrella name, registered
more than 200 other aliases for
the company with the Texas secretary of state.
The companies, with names
such as National Insurance Exchange, Freedom Quote and
Mortgage Rate Network, typically offer e-mail recipients “5
Free Health Insurance Quotes”
or “Incredible 3.51% Mortgage
Rates” or “Home Invasion Protection.” Clicking on the link
contained in a message produces a form asking for personal information such as name,
address and household income.
Completed forms, in turn, are
sold to agents of legitimate companies, such as IndyMac Bank,
ADT Security and MEGA Life
and Health Insurance. The
agents say they pay $3 to $7 for
each referral.
That may not sound like
much, but the economics of
spam make the potential payback highly lucrative.

Spammers are proliferating
in spite of a new federal antispam law—the Controlling the
Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing, or
CAN-SPAM, Act, which was
supposed to slow the torrent of
unwanted e-mails. Instead,
spam now accounts for 85 percent of all e-mail traffic, by some
industry estimates.
Beyond their mounting annoyance, spam messages are
thought to cost U.S. businesses
nearly $2,000 per employee in
wasted productivity each year,
according to an analysis by Nucleus Research, a Massachusetts technology research firm.
Moreover, compliance with
the CAN-SPAM Act has dwindled to just 1 percent, according
to a study of a quarter-million email messages by MX Logic
Inc., a software company that
produces spam-blocking programs.
Among other provisions, the Potential for earnings
It is not known how many elaw bars senders of commercial
e-mail from using fictitious mails Pitylak’s companies have
identities and requires them to generated, but experts say the
provide ways for recipients to typical spammer sends out milremove themselves from mail- lions of messages each month,
to addresses purchased from eing lists.
“We’re seeing that the major- mail marketing firms or simply
ity of those who send unsolicit- culled by computer “spiders”
ed e-mail could care less about from public Internet sites, foCAN-SPAM,” said Scott Chasin, rums and chat rooms.
The majority of spam recipchief technology officer at MX
Logic. “Spammers didn’t obey ients delete unsolicited emails
the laws we had before. Why do without ever opening them, as
we think they would obey any computer security experts advise. But a recent survey on Inkind of successors to them?”
The Federal Trade Commis- ternet usage by the Pew Intersion has brought a handful of net & American Life Project
enforcement cases against found that 3 percent of e-mail
spammers since the law took ef- users said they had not only refect Jan. 1. In the only state pros- sponded to unsolicited e-mail
ecution under the law so far, the offers but provided personal inMassachusetts attorney gener- formation as well.
Therefore, if a spammer sent
al announced a lawsuit against
a spammer on July 1. But in a 1 million e-mail offers in a
sign of the complexity of such month and received 30,000 recases, prosecutors are still try- plies, he or she could earn
ing to locate the elusive defend- $90,000 to $210,000.
Companies that buy the conant, who lives in Florida, to
sumer information generated
serve him with legal papers.
from Pitylak’s spam are unapolSetbacks in battle
ogetic about a practice that vast
The fight against spam has numbers of consumers considsuffered other recent blows. er a nuisance.
The FTC threw up its hands last
“I just buy them from the lead
month and decided that trying companies,” said Kathy Mobley,
to build a national do-not-spam regional director for MEGA
registry, similar to the do-not- Life and Health, based in North
call list used to ward off tele- Richland Hills, Texas. “I don’t
marketers, would be technolog- know how they get them. And I
ically impractical and might ac- don’t care. As independent contually assist the spammers in lo- tractors, we can market our
cating e-mail addresses.
business however we want to by
Meanwhile, Internet giants legal means.”
including America Online, MiYet the legality of the spamcrosoft and Yahoo announced in mers’ activities is increasingly
mid-June that they are prepar- being called into question.
ing to deploy new technologies
Pitylak’s PayPerAction and
they hope will stay one step its alias companies are regisahead of the spammers, such as tered with the Texas secretary
a method to verify the authen- of state in the small, central
ticity of the sender of an e- Texas town of Kerrville. But the
mail—a feature the Internet so address turns out to be a firm
far lacks.
called National Registered
Not 24 hours after that an- Agents, which describes itself
nouncement, America Online as a “document forwarding
revealed a staggering security agency” for some 8,000 compabreach as federal prosecutors nies.
said they had arrested a softAnother address listed for the
ware engineer accused of steal- company, on 6th Street near
ing 92 million customer screen downtown Austin, has a Paynames that were then sold to PerAction sign on the door but
spammers.
stands empty, with dust caked
“It’s a frustrating battle at on the few chairs and boxes vistimes, but everyone has to fight ible inside.
it,” conceded Paula Selis, senior
Yet another address on North
counsel in the office of the Mopac Highway in Austin,
Washington state attorney gen- which is contained in the fine
eral and co-chairwoman of the print of many of the e-mail solicFTC’s anti-spam task force.
itations sent out by Pitylak’s
“This is all about cost,” Selis companies, is also an empty ofsaid. “As long as it’s still cheap- fice, according to neighboring
er for spammers to take the risk business tenants in the buildof drawing a lawsuit, and that ing. Pitylak began leasing it on
risk is fairly low, they will con- Jan. 1, the day the CAN-SPAM
tinue to send spam. When the Act took effect, and has kept
balance gets shifted, when current with the rent, accordthere’s enough enforcement ac- ing to Jeff Henley, the leasing
tion, when there are financial agent for the building.
consequences, then I think we
One of the law’s four main
will see the amount of spam provisions includes a requiredrop off.”
ment that senders of commer-

F R O M PA G E O N E
cial e-mail include a valid physical postal address on their messages.
Using a fake business address
was what allegedly tripped up
William Carson, the Florida
spammer sued earlier this
month by the Massachusetts attorney general. Carson, who
sent out e-mail offers touting
low-interest mortgages, used a
real Newton, Mass., office
building as a return address,
but he did not lease an office
there, according to Jack Christin, an assistant attorney general.
“We think his messages are
misleading in both form and
substance,” Christin said. “People got the idea that the Internet
is the Wild West, this other way
of doing business, but we don’t
believe that’s the case. You have
to live up to these basic requirements” of the CAN-SPAM Act.
Whether leasing an empty office for the purpose of maintaining a postal box satisfies the anti-spam law is uncertain, according to legal experts. But Pitylak’s approach has attracted
the interest of the Texas attorney general’s office. An investigator from the consumer protection division asked to review
Pitylak’s office lease several
months ago, said Henley, the
leasing agent.
A spokesman for the attorney
general declined to comment on
the status of any investigation.

What the law requires
Some of Pitylak’s e-mails
might not comply with other
provisions of the CAN-SPAM
Act. The law requires, for example, that spammers accurately
identify the senders of their e-

SECTION 1

mails. But none of the purported senders of nearly two dozen
selected e-mails sent by Pitylak’s companies in June—senders with names such as “Dennis
Carlson,” “Jared Harvey” and
“Rebecca Ross”—replied to requests to verify that they existed.
The law also requires that
spam e-mails contain a link that
recipients can click on to remove themselves from future
mailings. Some of Pitylak’s emails contain such a link, and
clicking on it did appear to halt
the flow of messages from particular companies. However, in
some other e-mails, the link led
to a “file not found” page.
Although the FTC has so far
brought only two actions
against spammers for violations of the CAN-SPAM Act—
and both cases involved consumer fraud as well as e-mail
deception—the agency is preparing more cases, said Katie
Harrington-McBride, a staff attorney.
But,
Harrington-McBride
noted, the law was never intended as a cure-all for the problem
of spam.
“The act itself does not specifically prohibit the sending of
volume e-mail,” she said. “Instead, it requires that anyone
using this channel comply with
a series of disclosure requirements and avoid misleading
consumers.
“But it is certainly possible
that a person can send a large
amount of e-mail without running afoul of the act.”
Tribune senior correspondent
John Crewdson contributed to
this report.
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Anatomy of spam
The CAN-SPAM Act, which took effect Jan. 1, was supposed to keep
spammers from sending misleading mass e-mails. But a closer look at
a sample piece of spam, sent to a Tribune reporter, shows that
deception continues.

From: Replies sent to this e-mail address are not returned.
Alliance Advanced is one of hundreds of shell business
names registered by Ryan Pitylak.
To: There is no way to know how the sender got the reporter’s e-mail
address, but it is available on an online listing of newspaper staff.
Many spammers use programs that search the Internet for such lists.
Company:
Another business
name registered
by Pitylak.
Link: Takes the
recipient to a
form that asks
for personal
information.
Once filled out,
the form is
forwarded to
insurance agents
who reportedly
pay up to $7
per lead.
“Opt-out” language
■ Required by the CAN-SPAM Act. However, the “clicking here” link
leads to a “file not found” Web page.
■ The address is an empty office. The CAN-SPAM Act requires
spammers to include a valid physical postal address.
Chicago Tribune
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Vaughn, Aniston film more about feeling than funny
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Now 24, former
junk mailer says
he works to keep
in-boxes clean

Stroger in fragile shape
County Board leader on feeding tube but mentally aware
By Mickey Ciokajlo
Tribune staff reporter

Cook County Board President
John Stroger is mentally aware
but in more fragile physical condition than his family or county
officials have revealed, according to two sources with knowledge of his recent medical care.

Specifics about Stroger’s condition have been closely guarded since he suffered a serious
stroke on March 14, one week before Democratic voters renominated him for a fourth term.
While his family has indicated
his condition is improving, supporters and critics have raised
questions about whether Strog-

er can return to lead the county.
But two sources said Stroger,
77, is still being fed through a
tube, as he has since being
stricken. He cannot stand or
walk and has to be lifted from
his wheelchair into his bed.
He is unable to turn himself in
bed, requiring round-the-clock
attention, the sources said.

Both sources, who spoke only
on the condition they not be
identified, said Stroger was able
to communicate but appeared
physically very weak.
Stroger’s wife, reached at the
condominium where the County Board president returned
Thursday after a two-day hospital visit, hung up on a reporter

who asked her to comment on
his condition.
His son, Ald. Todd Stroger
(8th), said Thursday night his
father is a fighter and is concentrating on his recovery.
“He called me today, and he
said, I’m back from the hospital.
PLEASE SEE STROGER, BACK PAGE
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At its peak, Ryan Pitylak’s operation sent 25 million nuisance e-mails every day.

Note to
spam king:
You got
nailed

Katharine and the bee NYSE spans

Atlantic in
merger deal

By Howard Witt
Tribune senior correspondent

AUSTIN, Texas — For every
weary Internet user who has ever slogged through an e-mail inbox infested with junk spam,
payback time has finally arrived.
The State of Texas and Microsoft Corp. have just throttled a
24-year-old University of Texas
graduate once ranked among
world’s
T R I B U N E the
worst purveyU P D AT E ors of spam,
fining him at least $1 million,
stripping him of most of his illgotten assets and forcing him to
stop sending nuisance e-mails
forever.
The punishments are contained in settlements of two civil lawsuits filed by the Texas attorney general and Microsoft
against the spammer, Ryan Pitylak, who admitted to sending
out a mind-boggling 25 million
e-mails every day at the height
of his spamming operation in
2004.
What’s more, Pitylak now
says he has been reborn as an
anti-spammer, and he is offering
his skills to Internet companies
to help them fight the same computer-clogging spam he used to
transmit.
The lawsuit settlements were
reached quietly last month in
U.S. District Court although
neither state officials nor Microsoft representatives have
PLEASE SEE SPAM, PAGE 19

INSIDE
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$10 billion purchase
of European markets
to create a behemoth
By David Greising
Tribune chief business correspondent

In a historic trans-Atlantic
merger, the New York Stock Exchange agreed to pay $10 billion
to buy Euronext NV, a deal that
creates significant new competitive challenges for Chicago’s
two major futures exchanges.
The deal follows weeks of
high-profile bidding pitting
Germany’s Deutsche Boerse AG
against the NYSE. The Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, the Chicago Board of Trade and the
Nasdaq market are among the
many exchanges that will need
to redefine their competitive
standing—and perhaps consid-

PLEASE SEE EXCHANGES, PAGE 19
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THE WINNER: KATHARINE CLOSE

HER WINNING WORD: URSPRACHE

By Ray Gibson
and Robert Becker

The American Heritage Dictionary defines the word as
“a language that is the recorded or hypothetical ancestor of another language or group of languages.”

Tribune staff reporters

Vacant lots belonging to a
homeless shelter and a prominent West Side prep school were
sold without their authorization, adding two non-profits to
the list of those saying their
land was swiped in phony transactions, a Tribune investigation
has found.
The Tribune revealed last
month that a dozen churches
had lost 20 parcels to a wideranging scheme involving ficti-

Yuan of north suburban Lincolnshire, who also competed last year, made it to the final five before being
ousted Thursday.

HIS LAST WORD: SYRINGADENOUS
Webster’s Third New International Dictionary unabridged defines the word as “of or relating to the
sweat glands.”
M O R E S P E L L I N G B E E C OV E R AG E , PAG E 3

Construction
Laborers strike

School, mission learn
land has been stolen
Sites sold without
knowledge of owners

Close, a 13-year-old making her fifth appearance at the
Scripps National Spelling Bee, claimed the title Thursday night during the live broadcast on ABC.

LOCAL FINALIST: THEODORE YUAN

tious sellers and buyers, and bogus resolutions from non-existent boards.
The two newly discovered
cases mirror the deals for the
church land and create problems for the parcels’ owners.
The sale of land belonging to
the Gospel League Home—an
arm of the Pacific Garden Mission—could complicate the mission’s plan to build new facilities at 14th and Canal Streets.
The unauthorized sale of
Providence-St. Mel School’s vacant lot represents the first time
school property has surfaced in
the scheme.
The lots, in neighborhoods
showing signs of gentrification,
PLEASE SEE SCAM, BACK PAGE

Crash course in ‘warrior values’

Walkout slows Dan Ryan

Ethics training for
Iraq coalition troops

repairs and halts O’Hare
modernization work.

By Liz Sly

WORLD

Tribune foreign correspondent

Nations agree on
package for Iran
U.S., 5 others craft plan
including incentives,
sanctions. PAG E 1 1

Weather: Storms; high 77, low 55
Index, Page 2
Online at chicagotribune.com

er mergers of their own—in response to a new entity called
NYSE Euronext.
The NYSE’s purchase would
take the legendary Wall Street
exchange closer than any other
to becoming a one-stop marketplace for the trading of all financial instruments: stocks, options, futures and corporate
bonds. It would have active,
open markets 12 hours a day, and
create a significant opportunity
for streamlining technology
and cutting costs.
Chicago’s exchanges will
have to deal with more than just
the marketplace competition.
Both now must consider whether mergers will be required in
order to remain competitive in a
rapidly consolidating global
marketplace.
Chicago market sources late
Thursday speculated that merg-

World Picture News photo by Lucian Read

Iraqis stand by the bodies of those they say are civilians killed
by Marines in Haditha on Nov. 19 after a roadside bombing.

BAGHDAD—A top U.S. commander in Iraq on Thursday instructed all coalition forces to
undergo a special training
course in “moral and ethical”
values following allegations
that U.S. Marines shot dead 24
Iraqi civilians in the western
town of Haditha last fall.
The move came as Iraq’s new
government called for U.S.
1
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forces operating in Iraq to be
subject to greater accountability and ordered its own investigation into the events of Nov. 19.
A group of Marines allegedly
went on a shooting rampage after one of their members was
killed by a roadside bomb and
then purportedly sought to cover up the deaths.
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki condemned what he called a
“terrible crime in which women
and children were eliminated”
and vowed to establish procedures to monitor and restrain
the behavior of coalition forces
in Iraq.
“These forces do not respect

the citizens, some of whom are
crushed by tanks, others shot,”
he said at a news conference after heading a meeting of his
still-incomplete Cabinet. “We
must speak with them and fix a
definition of the obligations of
foreign forces.”
Al-Maliki said he would establish a special committee to investigate the Haditha incident
PLEASE SEE IRAQ, BACK PAGE
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SPAM:

He got up to
$7 for every
lead generated
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

spoken publicly about them.
Some details, however, were
discovered this week during a
review of public files associated
with the lawsuits, which invoked a new federal law intended to curb the flow of unsolicited
spam that by some estimates accounts for 60 percent of all Internet e-mail traffic.
In the Microsoft case, Pitylak
agreed to a fine of $1 million and
promised never again to send
out false, misleading or unsolicited commercial e-mails. Terms
of the settlement in the state’s
case against Pitylak were not revealed in the court files, and a
spokesman for Atty. Gen. Greg
Abbott declined to comment because details of the agreement
were still being finalized.
Pitylak, who graduated last
month from the University of
Texas with undergraduate degrees in economics and philosophy, said he is in the process of

EXCHANGES:

NYSE chief
to be leader
of new entity
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

er talks between the Merc and
the Nasdaq are likely. The Board
of Trade could become the target of takeover advances by
NYSE Euronext, sources said.
The Board of Trade already uses
Euronext’s highly regarded
electronic trading platform for
the financial futures that produce the bulk of the exchange’s
trading volume.
William Blair & Co. analyst
Joel Gomberg views any Chicago merger talk with skepticism.
Merc executives publicly have
said they have no interest in
merging with an equity exchange, he noted. And the NYSE
and Euronext will be too consumed with their own merger to
consider buying the Board of
Trade.
“The Merc is doing quite well
growing organically,” including
a 34 percent increase in trading
volume in May, Gomberg said.
“They don’t need to go buy
something at a premium price.”
Gomberg also discounted talk
of a new competitive threat to
Chicago’s exchanges. “The
NYSE doesn’t really bring anything to the table in Chicago’s
markets,” he said.
A spokesman for the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange declined
to comment on the NYSE-Euronext deal. A spokesman for the
Chicago Board of Trade could
not be reached.
Leo Melamed, chairman of
the Merc’s steering committee,
declined to comment on the impact the NYSE merger might
have on the Merc. The Merc at
one point this spring was considered a possible Euronext
merger partner.
“We’ve been observers from
afar,’’ Melamed said. “I want to
congratulate them on what is
clearly a historic event.”
A merger on the scale of the
NYSE-Euronext deal would
have been unthinkable as recently as last year. But a wave of
initial public stock offerings—
the NYSE first sold stock to the
public in March—has given exchange leaders a way to measure the value of their markets
and a currency with which to
make purchases. The NYSE’s offering valued the exchange at
$12 billion.

A ‘merger of equals’
In the NYSE-Euronext deal,
which the exchanges described
as a “merger of equals,” shareholders of NYSE would receive
one share of common stock in
the new entity. Euronext shareholders would receive 0.98
shares and $27.42 in cash for
each Euronext share.
The combined entities would
be expected to have a $20 billion
market value. That would

Advice on
relationships.

Ask Amy

selling his Austin house, which
is appraised at $430,000, and a
2005 BMW luxury sedan to help
pay the fines and legal bills.
He also insisted in an interview that his junk-mail days are
over.
“I started to realize [spam] is
bad for business and bad for society, and I wanted to do something to resolve that,” Pitylak
said, adding that the revelation
was helped along by the lawsuits he faced.

Demonstrated business skills
Pitylak said he is setting off
on two new consulting ventures: Selling his anti-spam expertise to Internet service providers and advising young entrepreneurs on how to start up
companies.
“He definitely learned how to
run a business,” said William
Paul Lawrence, Pitylak’s attorney. “But his choice of business
starting out maybe wasn’t the
best one.”
Pitylak was the subject of a
Tribune investigation in July
2004 that unmasked a network
of more than 200 front companies he and a partner set up to
send out unsolicited, anonymous e-mail messages that
landed in the inboxes of uncountable millions of Americans.
At the time, Pitylak was listed
knock out the Chicago Merc,
which was worth nearly $16 billion at the close of trading
Thursday, as the world’s most
valuable exchange.
The Merc in mid-December
2002 became the first major exchange to offer stock to the public. The phenomenal success of
Merc stock—trading recently
around $450 a share, nearly 13
times its initial offering price—
prompted other exchanges to
switch from private partnerships to public ownership. The
Board of Trade went public last
November, surged nearly 20 percent in its first days of trading,
and has swung wildly since,
closing Thursday at $107 a
share, just below its initial offering.

Merc has sought partners
The Merc began looking for
merger partners soon after its
IPO, and has even considered an
alliance with the Board of
Trade, according to sources.
But Merc leaders have been unable to close any deal. A visit by
NYSE Chief Executive John
Thain to Chicago this spring
prompted rumors of a possible
NYSE-Merc merger, but there
were no substantive talks, market sources said.
The NYSE has purchased one
major Chicago trading entity,
though. As part of its public offering process in March, the
NYSE closed its purchase of Archipelago Holdings Inc., a Chicago-based all-electronic exchange with a highly regarded
computerized trading platform.
In the NYSE-Euronext deal,
the NYSE would be by far the
dominant partner, market observers said. Thain will be CEO
of the combined entity. The
group headquarters will be in
New York, and 11 members of
the 20-member board will come
from the NYSE.
Trading volume on the NYSE
overshadows the combined activities at Euronext’s Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels and Lisbon
bourses.
“This is an important development in the history of the
NYSE, Euronext and the capital
markets,” Thain said in a statement. “A partnership with Euronext fulfills our shared vision
of building a truly global marketplace with great breadth of
product and geographic reach
that will benefit all investors, issuers, and our shareholders and
stakeholders.”

Stringent review likely

as the 4th-worst spammer in the
world by the Spamhaus Project,
a London-based international
clearinghouse
that
tracks
spammers and works closely
with law-enforcement officials.
Pitylak’s e-mails touted lowcost mortgages, extended auto
warranties and debt-counseling
services, among other offers,
and he received between $3 and
$7 for every lead he generated
when someone clicked on the
links contained in his messages.
An extensive sample of the emails reviewed by the Tribune
and traced back to Pitylak appeared to violate numerous provisions of the Controlling the
Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing, or
CAN-SPAM, Act, a law passed
by Congress in 2003 in a bid to
thwart spammers. The law forbids e-mail marketers from
sending out false or misleading
messages and requires them to
provide recipients with a way to
opt out of receiving future mailings.
In January 2005, acting as a
result of the Tribune’s story, Abbott and Microsoft sued Pitylak
for violating the anti-spam law,
seeking nearly $500 million in
damages.
Pitylak declined this week to
reveal how much he earned
from his spamming operation,
is no question that this will be
carefully scrutinized,” he said.
International mergers are “a
global trend. The regulators are
going to have to figure it out,” he
added.
Leaders of the two exchanges
touted the savings they expect
to ring up if the deal goes
through. On a pre-tax basis,
they expect to save $250 million
on information systems and an
additional $125 million in other
savings, including the consoli-
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which he started he was 20.
“I really don’t want to glorify
the business of being in the
spam industry,” he said. “The
money I made in that business
is not something I feel comfortable talking about.”
But in a posting in April on
his personal blog, Pitylak described “the extravagant lifestyle of successful spammers”
who preferred to conduct their
business meetings in “expensive places” like Las Vegas and
New York City.
“Spammers like to show off
their ‘nouveau riche’ money,”
Pitylak wrote. “From bank rolls
of hundreds wrapped around
with a rubber band to stacks of
bills still covered by the banks’
paper band, many spammers
would literally spend all this
cash in one place.”
In one of his new ventures, Pitylak is advising college students on setting up their own
small businesses as a leader of
Bootstrap Student, a networking group for budding entrepreneurs.
The founder of the Bootstrap
Network, Bijoy Goswami, said
he was skeptical at first that Pitylak could serve as an appropriate role model, given the
spammer’s background.
“He was what I would call a
‘dark side’ bootstrapper,” Goswami said. “But he said he had

learned a lot from the process of
being sued, and why he
shouldn’t be doing things that
way, so I said great, let’s work together. He has turned a new leaf
and become the anti-spam guy.”
But it’s not entirely clear that
Pitylak has left all his old ways
behind.

Old trick, new setting?
One of Pitylak’s favored ploys
as a spammer was to register
and abandon hundreds of assumed names for his e-mail
companies with the Texas secretary of state, which helped him
obscure his true identity.
Two months ago, he incorporated a new company named
Unlock City and then registered
an assumed name for it. A few
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days later he filed another application to withdraw the assumed
name, according to records in
the secretary of state’s office.
Susan Arenella, the Austin attorney who filed the papers for
Pitylak and whose signature appears on the documents, said in
an interview that she did not
know who Pitylak was and declined to answer questions
about the filings.
Pitylak insisted he was doing
nothing unusual, but had simply changed his mind about the
name for a new Internet city
guide he is designing.
“In no way would I go down
that path again of assumed
names,” he said.
hwitt@tribune.com
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dation of certain office functions.
However, those savings could
be difficult to achieve, given the
complexity and scale of the undertaking. It took Euronext two
years to get all its derivatives exchanges on a single technology
platform—a far smaller task
than the combination of major
exchanges on different sides of
the Atlantic Ocean.
dgreising@tribune.com
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BACK PAIN?
If you suffer from back pain then you need to discover new
research documenting an 86% success rate for low back
pain. A free report revealing in detail how this new
technology is offering relief for sufferers like you is now
available. To have this free report mailed to you
immediately, simply call 1-800-798-7112 (toll-free) and
request a copy .Or visit http://www.quickbackpainrelief.com
for more info.
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A new free report has recently been released that reveals FDA approved
medical technology that has an 86% success rate for treating debilitating
back without surgery, even with multiple herniated discs. Find out how an
Accidental NASA directory has lead to the most promising sciatica and
herniated disc treatment today. For your free report entitled “How Space
Age Technology Is Solving Back Pain Without Drugs Or Surgery!” Call
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New FDA Approved Treatment Treats Neck & Shoulder
Pain Without Drugs or Surgery
Washington – Call now to get a free report that has just been released,
revealing how breakthrough medical technology is offering exciting new
hope for neck & shoulder pain sufferers. Discover how a non-surgical
approach has been shown 92% successful in treating debilitating neck &
shoulder pain—pain that has been unresponsive to other treatments.
Even with multiple herniated discs, stenosis and arthritis. For your free
report call 1-800-847-5360. (It’s a free call and you won’t have to speak
to anyone.) Supply is extremely limited so call today.
Visit www.latestneckpainreport.com
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The deal is considered likely
to face a stringent regulatory review, particularly in Europe.
But one source knowledgeable
about the regulatory challenges
noted that Euronext has reduced the regulatory risk by
structuring itself to be regulated on an exchange-by-exchange
basis. If that structure is applied
to this deal, that could ease the
regulatory risk, since European
regulators would be asked to
comment only on the impact on
individual exchanges, not on
the entire merger package.
The Merc’s Melamed said the
deal could present regulators
with new complexities. “There
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